special celebrations

COLLECTION

initial outfitters
a. 
b. 

HAPPY MOTHER'S DAY
a. SP Journey necklace JNO819* $49
32”-36” *Personalization available on all 4 sides. Maximum of 10 characters per line.

b. SP Journey Bar necklace JN923* $45
16”-20” *Personalization available on all 4 sides. Maximum of 10 characters per line.

c. Hand Stamped Journey Necklace JNH1013 $39
Up to 7 letters can be stamped on each of the 4 sides. 6mm x 40mm.

d. Banded Together Stamped Ring JRH64-(size) $22 Stainless
-5 (size 5) | -6 (size 6) | -7 (size 7)
-8 (size 8) | -9 (size 9) | -10 (size 10)

e. Accent Letter Necklace JNX1039

f. Sterling Silver Bar necklace JN0776 $65 14”-20”

g. SP Mother’s bracelet JB0482 $69
Maximum of 5 spaces engraved. Back engraving not available.

h. SS Mini Me necklace JNO841-01 $45 14”-20”

i. Clover Luck Necklace JNX1059 $26 1/2” Rhodium Plated

j. Stamped Horizontal Bar Necklace JNH961-1 $39 32mm x 5mm, 18”
a. Acrylic Mini Me Necklace
JNX1068-(length) $29
-0116 16”-0118 18”-0120 20”
See Reference Page for all color options.

b. Floating Single Initial Necklace
JNX1067-(length) $18
-0116 16”-0118 18”-0120 20”
One initial only.

c. Especially For You Silver Bead Bracelet
JBH840-(length) $26 -7 7”-8 8”

D. It’s All In a Name Multi-Color Bracelet
JBH839-(length) $26 -7 7”-8 8”
10 Character limit.
**acrylic COLORS**

**MINI ME ACRYLIC NECKLACE**  
JNX1068

**fashion COLORS**

**TOTE BAGS**  
SC0746-50 & SC0767-50

**team COLORS**

**GRAD/TEAM GARDEN FLAGS**  
SC0684-36 ,SC0718-36, SC0806-36

**team COLORS**

**GRAD MASKS**  
SG37-(COLOR)

Add color abbreviation to end of code  
(SC0684 & SC0718) Choose from drop-down menu for (SC0806)

Add -(number) to end of code  
(EX: SG37-1)

**engraving FONTS**

**JEWELRY AND GIFT ITEMS**

**INTERLOCKING**

**TIMES BLOCK** Traditional

**CIRCLE** Traditional Monogram

**SCRIPT** Writing  
(Not available in all caps)
She believed she could, so she did!

Camping Mugs $18
Enamel Coated, 12 oz.

Celebrate Someone Special
fun for THE FAMILY

SC(CODE)-53 | PUZZLE W/ TIN $39 10" x 14", 252 pieces.
personalized TOTES

CUSTOMIZE "MAMA" WITH ANY WORD, up to 14 characters.

COMES IN 15 COLORS!
CUSTOMIZE "MAMA" WITH ANY WORD, up to 14 characters.

SEE REFERENCE PAGE FOR COLOR OPTIONS

SC0767-50

15"w x 16"h • 20" cotton web handles. 100% polyester.
Behind you all your memories
Before you all your dreams
Around you all who love you
Within you all you need

JACKSON PREWITT
AUBURN HIGH SCHOOL
CLASS OF 2019

SPH94

Be strong & courageous
Do not be afraid; do not be discouraged,
for the Lord your God will be with you wherever you go.

JOSHUA 1:9

The Miller Family

SPH95

DEC 17
2016
WE STILL DO

SPH96

There are so many beautiful reasons to be happy

Hannah, Edward, Joseph

SPH98

personalized print & frame - THE PERFECT GIFT!
Wood tray is 12" x 18" with rope handles. The felt insert is personalized & can be removed to clean the tray.
spring has SPRUNG!
garden flag DESIGNS

Welcome to our pool
The Reeves

Happy Place
The Millers

Life is better at the lake house
the storbecks

Home
the Matthews

No place like home
The Matthews

No place like home
The Matthews

Nana & Papa zone
Parental jurisdiction ends here

Hello Spring
The Andersons

Welcome
The Andersons

Home sweet crazy home
The Millers

Welcome
The storbecks

SEE REFERENCE PAGE FOR MORE COLOR OPTIONS FOR:

SC0684-36
SC0718-36
SC0806-36

-36 Garden Flag $18
17.5” x 11.5”
*Flag stand not included.